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A student taking a course in general physics is apt to lose the
connection between the various divisions of the subject. In
most such courses mechanics and magnetism are separated by
several months’ work along other lines, and it seems very desir-
able that a review of some of the most fundamental principles
of mechanics might well accompany the study of magnetism and
electricity.
With this thought in mind, the writer has used an experiment
combining many of the laws of mechanics and magnetism. This
experiment has been’ very satisfactory to both instructor and
student, and it is believed that it could be used with equally
good results in secondary schools. The method is graphical
rather than analytical, and probably on that account leaves a
more vivid impression on the mind of a beginner. A further
advantage lies in the fact that the apparatus used is of a very
simple character and is available anywhere.
The procedure may best be explained by reference to the figure
which jvas made by a student in a general laboratory course.
The drawing paper was tacked to a drawing board and arranged
so that its edge was approximately in the magnetic meridian.
By means of a pocket compass, a line was drawn through the
center of the paper and iri~TEe magnetic meridian. Parallel to
this line, two other lines were drawn far enough apart to coin-
cide with the edges of a short bar magnet. The magnet was
then placed on these lines with its north pole pointing south, and
was fixed/in place by brass pins along its sides. :
’- A few. lines of force were drawn by use of a compass about
1 cm. in diameter. .The usual method of making a dot at one
end of\,the needle, and then advancing the compass so that the
other pole would come vertically over ’the dot^ was followed.
l^p lilies starting from thesides;.Of the magnet were sufftci^nfc
IQ give a generalidea:of the field in l9aat vicinity. ; Lin^:w.ere
also started from the^ends and ;these, together5 with sof^e^ Started
from the north and southl^efl^s ctf;;^ locate
the neutral points or region^ ^here;tbe: field r,due to the magnet
just balanced the- field of; the e^rth.’ It ^as not7 possible to
locate these points with any great accuracy, owing to the lack
of sensitiveness of the compass needle and to the fact that its
two ends were in different parts of the field. The distances be-
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tween a neutral point and the two poles of the bar magnet gave
a method of calculating the pole strength from the known value,
of the earth^s horizontal intensity.
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The second part of the experiment was to determine the period
of a magnetic pendulum in the earth^s field, and then its period
at a point on the line of force. A magnetic pendulum was made
by suspending a magnetized piece of a coarse needle from a
wooden support stand, using a fine silk fibre. The needle was
about 5 mm. long, and the fibre was obtained by separating the
strands of a length of ordinary silk thread. The pendulum was
timed by a stop watch, its period being determined by making
three trials of ten swings each. Knowing the horizontal com-
ponent of the earth^s field and using the law that field strengths
are inversely proportional to the squares of the periods of the
magnetic pendulum, the student was thu3 enabled to calculate
the intensity of field at the chosen point on the line of force.
A tangent to the line of force was the^ drawn through the
point, and its length made proportional to the field strength.
In the figure, Pi is one of the points selected, and R is the vector
which represents the total intensity of the field at Pi. This
vector R may be resolved into two components, one of which
is that part of the intensity contributed by the earth^s field, and
the other is the combined intensity due to the north and south
poles of the bar magnet. In the figure, E is drawn in the mag-
netic meridian and its length made proportiona’ to the known
value of the earth^s horizontal intensity. It was then possible
to determine the magnitude and direction of the other compo-
nent of R. This other component is A in the figure. A is
itself a resultant of two forces, one of which, Fn, is that due to
the north pole of the magnet, and the other, Fs, is the intensity
due to the south pole of the magnet. It may be assumed that
the poles are located ’on the geometrical axis of the magnet and
at the ends. In this case the directions of ~Fn and Fs are known,
and the parallelogram of forces of which they are a part may be
completed. The vectors representing Vn and Fs were then
measured, and from the scale adopted the numerical values of
these forces were obtained. By measuring the distances be-
tween the chosen point and the poles of the magnet, the pole
strength of the magnet was calculated. This calculation was
based on the law that the^orce on a unit pole situated at any
point distant d centimeters from a pole of strength m is given
by the following equation,
F m
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By these methods it is possible to obtain a value for the, pole
strength, using the distances between the neutral points and their
adjacent poles, and two more values for each point selected for
the location of the ends of the force vectors. In the figure, two
such points were taken. The numerical values follow.
(1) Pole strength determined by neutral points.
Distance from south pole to adjacent neutral point (cm.) ..--.-,.-...........11.8
Distance from north pole to adjacent neutral point (cm.)......................11.4
Mean (cm.) ..-.-..-....-...-.........,.....................11.6
Length of magnet (cm.) ,--....-..-.....-.......-................. 9.0
Pole strength of magnet-  -.-.-
-.-.........................
...........31.5
The equation used for .calculating the pole strength te
m m
d2 : (d+l)29’
where m is the pole strength, .16 represents the value of the
horizontal component of the earth’s field, d is the mean distance
from the poles to their adjacent neutral points, and I is the
length of the magnet. The equation is obtained in the follow-
ing manner: The strength of the field at ?4 is zero, which is
the resultant of three components. The first of these compo-
nents is the intensity due to the nearer pole of the magnet, this
m
intensity being given by . This is the only component directed
d2
toward the magnet, the two others being oppositely directed.
These other components are the intensity due to the earth,
which is known to be .16, and the intensity due to the north
m
po’e of the magnet which is given by . Since the field is
W+l)2
z TO at P4, and since the last two components are directed ex-
actly opposite to the first, it follows that the first must equal
the sum of the other two. By similar reasoning, the equation
will be found to hold true for the point,P 5.
(2) Pole strength determined by magnetic pendulum and
force vectors.
T== Period of magnetic pendulum (sec).
R= Field strength at chosen point (gauss).
dn= Distance from point to north pole of magnet (cm.).
<L== Distance from point to south pole of magnet (cm.).
F^= Field strength at point due to north pole of magnet (gauss).
Fs= Field strength at point due to south pole of magnet (gauss).
m= Pole strength from equation Fn= ^ or Fs= m
~d~^ ’cT2’
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The period in the earth^s field was 2.9 sec., and the strength
of the horizontal component of the earth^s field in the labora-
tory was taken to be .16 gauss.
T R dn ds Vn Fs M^ ms
Point, sec. gauss, cm. cm. gauss, gauss.
Pi.---.-..-.--..-.-.....-........... 1.7 .46 13.0 7.3 .11 .52 19. 27.
P2... 1.9 .37 8.7 13.0 .39 .13 29. 22.
The mean value of m from these observations, assuming mn
to equal ms, is 24.2.
It is obvious that close agreement between the different values
of m could not be expected from this method. The periods of
the magnetic pendulum were determined only very roughly
while their squares entered into the calculations. Also, when the
pendulum was vibrating, its two poles were in different parts of
the field. The tangent to the lines of force do not give the
direction of the resultant field at the selected points accurately,
owing to the observers inability to draw an exact tangent to
the curve." The principal value of tne experiment lies in the
clearness with which it presents so many of the fundamental
facts of magnetism and mechanics.
CLASSROOM SAYINGS.
A fireless cooker is a good deal like the gas stove, but it does not burn
gas. It is so wasteful that it hardly pays.
In answer to the question, "Describe the metallurgy, of iron," the
following was given: "First melt the iron, and then pour into a solution
of hydrogen."
^
_____
Drawfiling is holding the file by both hands.
Dew point is when the temperature is cooled below exaggeration.
Teacher: "What is a transparent body?"
Bright Young Lady: "A transparent body is one that you can see
through."
Teacher: "Give an example."
Bright Young Lady: "A ladder."
The original spelling has been preserved in the following statements:
Cotton has been grown since immovable times in history.
This fragrance was formerly supposed to be due to volatile oils, a
theory which has since been proved enormous.
We tested with nitrigasit for prodeid.  .
Sulphur comes in sulphur rolls, cakes, flowers of Sulphur.
A genus is a tree together. A specie is a tree of same kind.
The reasons for call the potatoe is stem that the stem is attached on the
potatoe so it must be part of it.
The parts of a ’fibrovascular bundle are the sievtudes, ducats, medulary
rays.
The "dandoline"an, example of a stem which protects itself by "poison-
ous matter.^
The leaves are for phosymethes.
And again"Leavesfor photosmpheses work."
They are called lenticels because they cannot be seen without a lens.
